
THE ART OF PAIRING 
EYEWEAR & JEWELRY



OUR EYES ARE OUR MOST EXPRESSIVE FEATURE.
 AT SASURA WE believe  THAT EYEWEAR SHOULD BE A 
CONTINUATION OF THAT EXPRESSION.

Our philosophy revolves around the freedom of choice and 
expression. Sasura’s interchangeable jewelry technology means that 
every woman can find the right frame in the Sasura Collections and 
truly make them her own by pairing them with exquisite 
pieces of jewelry.

Italian made, Sasura frames are an example of innovation and 
traditional craftsmanship.

Rachel is wearing A203 with duet  jewels



S asuraE yewear    

Rachel is wearing A203 with clarity  jewels



Feminine & designed for small, delicate features

This collection features timeless shapes with neutral hued, 
translucent & luxurious acetates.

S ilk
C ollection    



m303 (53-17)

m302 (51-17)

a203 (54-19)

style: a205      colour: bossanova red    (50-20)

VIOLET

BURGUNDY

CHAI



Imagination

O UR PAIRINGS

Enlighten

Illumination

Rachel is wearing M303 with illumination  jewels



S ignature
C ollection    

True to our Italian roots.

Signature features the classic styling, colouring and 
craftsmanship of Italy for a trendy yet sophisticated collection.



BLACK-GREYa202 (51-17)

style: m300      colour: gold    (54-16)

a204 - havana  (50-20) a201 - beige  (53-17)



a201 (51-28-28)

BLACK (Col 01)

a201 (51-28-28)

BLACK (Col 01)

a201 (51-28-28)

BLACK (Col 01)

Clarity

O UR PAIRINGS

Eternity

Embrace



Modern shapes for dramatic statements.

This collection celebrates living with exciting urban shapes, 
vibrant colours and glamour to accentuate the face and draw 

attention to the eyes.

L ifestyle
C ollection    



m301 (50-19)

a207 (53-18)

a206 (53-17)

style: a200      colour: green-blue    (52-16)

PINK

BEIGE

BLACK HAVANA



Rachel is wearing M301 with clarity  jewels

Tranquility

O UR PAIRINGS

ClarityDuet

L ike the luxury of wine pairings, Sasura eyewear 

pairs perfectly with the fine jewelry in our Sasura Jewel 

collection.



Our story begins with a journey that took us around the world 
from the exciting urban centres of Europe, to the landscapes of 
Asia, right back to the place we call home. But still we searched for 
the most exquisite treasure sought by women. 

Then the answer was revealed. We discovered that the most 
valuable treasure isn’t material - it is deeper and more substantial. 
It is the treasure within each of us - our true state of being. 

WE ARE EACH OUR OWN unique treasures.

With this - Sasura was born. Our exquisitely designed eyewear uses 
traditional artistry and new technology to become the best way to 
tell your story through your own eyes.



S asuraS unwear    

Rachel is wearing S207 with reflection  jewels



GOLDs203 (64-15 B6)

style: s205      colour: grey veracruz    (50-23 b6)

s208 - black-havana  (54-18 b6) s207 - taupe  (55-15 b6)



Reflection

Grace

O UR PAIRINGS

Embrace

Rachel is wearing S203 with embrace  jewels



S asuraJ ewels   

Exclusively designed by Sasura, our unique collection of Sasura 
Jewels pairs perfectly with our one-of-a-kind frames. 

all of our fine jewelry is made with 925 sterling silver. 
each piece is intricately designed with enamel elements, 
hand set crystals or cubic zirconia for striking elegance.

Simply  choose your frames, then pair two Sasura Jewels to make 
your Sasura eyewear your own. 

ReflectionDuet

H IGHLIGHTS FROM THE JEWEL COLLECTION

Embrace

EternityClarity Imagination



“Sasura is the actualizing of merging our love of jewelry with our 
love of eyewear. Inspired by art and the creative cultures of different 
countries, Sasura is the essence of creativity, beauty and innovation. 

We aspire to encourage freedom and to empower women around 
the world to be unique, to be different and make a statement of their 
independence. Our wish is to remind women to express themselves 

with abandon.

create, design and enjoy the endless possiblities “

M ESSAGE FROM THE TEAM



WWW.SASURA.NET
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